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The Vikings,   
by Vincent Benkovitz 
 
The Vikings were North German/Scandanavian warriors, merchants and pirates.  They raided and settled vast areas 
of Europe and the North Atlantic islands from the 8th to 11th centuries.  The Vikings as such were not of one 
nationality, but were different tribes of different origins living in Scandinavia.  
 
Famed for their ship building and navigational skills, for three centuries 
the Vikings founded settlements along the coasts and rivers of mainland 
Europe, Ireland, Normandy, the Shetland Islands, the Orkney Islands, as 
well as the Faeroe Islands, Iceland, Greenland, Newfoundland and Russia, 
their influence reaching as far south as North Africa.  They traveled east to 
Constantinople and the Volga River, west to Iceland, Greenland and 
Newfoundland, and south as far as Morocco.  The Normans of 1066 fame 
descended from Danish-Norse Vikings. 
 

 
    Iceland #555 Issued May 3, 1982  
    Discovery of No.America–Vineland 

 
The word viking was introduced to the English language with romantic connotations in the 18th century. They were 
Scandinavian pirates, 1807, modern spelling attested from 1840. The word is a historical revival; not used in 
Medieval English, but revived from Old Norse "vikingr", which usually is explained as "one who came from the 
fjords". Anglo-Frankish writers referred to "vikingr" as one who set about to raid and pillage. In the current 
Scandinavian languages the term Viking is applied to the people who went away on viking expeditions, be it for 
raiding or trading.  
 

     
Iceland #749 Issued Apr 6, 1992                  France #1160 Issued June 4, 1966              Jersey #432 Issued 1987 (Sep or Oct) 
Leif Eriksson                                                 Wm. the Conqueror, Battle of Hastings,    From Bayeux Tapestry, Duke Robert 
                                                                       Norman Ships                                            & King Edward in Jersey after storn. 
 
They took a heavy toll on the fragile political development and stability of Europe.  However, the damage caused 
by the Vikings may well have been exaggerated by the main historians of the period,  who were usually priests who 
looked upon the pagan Vikings with particular horror.   Also,  the  Church,  as a  wealthy  and  elatively defenseless  
target, may have suffered more heavily than many other sectors of European society.  One of the earliest recorded 
raid by Vikings is at Lindesfarne Abbey in England. 

(continued on page 3) 
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From the Editor: 
 
This is the last issue of the Old World Archaeologist I will be 
preparing on my old Dell computer.  In January I bought a 
new HP system.  As I write this in March; it still isn’t hooked 
up yet.  I have heard nothing but bad things about Word 10, I 
noticed that the program comes with size 6pt type, anything 
else has to be changed – more than once since it defaults back.  
I bought a program for typefaces, the same one in the old Dell, 
but it does not have the Lucinda I have just started using, nor 
does it have the typeface I use for my stamp album pages!! 
 
I will be moving data from one system to another and who 
knows?  I may be able to transfer over something I don’t think 
I can now!  The new system is Windows 7.  Nothing could put 
a fire under me like trying out Windows 8 and being told 
“don’t worry, Windows 9 is due out in 4 months!”    The ‘old 
computer’ isn’t going anywhere fast – I have to put the 
external drive into PDF files and then have to find a way to 
connect them with the website.   
 
Only problem with the new computer, okay not the ONLY 
problem with it, I don’t like Word 10.  I need to get an older 
version of Word that is easier to edit.  I’ve been playing with it 
and find that  I cannot easily move stamps around on a page, 
nor run out exhibit pages with the limited editing ability of the 
new version. 
 
I survived the snow this year, all 30 inches that landed on my 
house at one time.  Then we had snow for more than 40 hours 
in a row, but the temperatures were too high for it to 
accumulate.  Those folks in Boston got all the white stuff. 
 
Once again, this journal is being mailed from the Spring 
MEGA Show in New York City, and is thus another first day 
of issue cover. 
 
OWASU member Mr. Jerry Davis sent me a photo of his 
favorite (paleolithic) lady in the palm of his hand, which 
inspired me to pull out yet another page from that infamous 
one frame exhibit on OWASU that appears at some stamp 
shows, and write a few words about her.  She is one of my 
favorites, too. 
 
I hope to have the new computer up and running for the next 
issue.  Problem is once I connect to the internet with the new 
system I will not be able to use internet in the den to download 
stamps.   Any computer experts out there? 
 
 

Caroline   
 

 



 
The Vikings,   
by Vincent Benkovitz                   (cont’d from pg 1) 
 
Despite the notoriety the Vikings attracted because of their ferocity, within a century or two they converted to 
Christianity and settled for good in the lands they had raided. At the same time, the Vikings were developing new 
outposts of settlement in Iceland, Greenland, North America, and the North Atlantic, and established kingdoms in 
Scandinavia along the lines of the European kingdoms to the south. As they became assimilated in their new lands, 
they became farmers and traders as well as they had been rulers and warriors.  
 
Danish Vikings 
 

   
Denmark #473, Sept 24,1970. Danish      Den. #B49, Jan 22, 1976 Skuldelev I 
Shipbuilding. Detail Bayeux Tapestry.     to honor Discovery of North America 
 

Five ships were discovered at 
Skuldelev in the 1960s.  They were 
built around the middle of the 11th 
century and appeared to have been 
scuttled to protect the harbor at 
Roskilde.  Together they represent 
the range of ships in use during the 
Viking Age.  Stamp #B49 carried a 
surcharge for the benefit of Danish 
churches in USA, and for the study 
of Danish history in the USA.  

 
 
The village of Skuldelev is located not far from the Danish town Roskilde, c. 
30 km directly west of Copenhagen. In later years the Skuldelev Ship has 
been reconstructed by the Viking Ship Museum in Roskilde, and named 
"Stallion of the Seas".   A reconstruction of Viking ship at Roskilde is 
depicted on stamp at right, Denmark #1285. 
  

Denmark #1285,  
Aug 25, 2004 

 
 
 

         
Denmark #342 1953.   Scott #1265, Nov7,2003  Scott #1090, Mar 26,’98 
Jelling Runic Stone     Artifacts World Heritage  City of Roskilde  

 
 
The Danish stamps at left illustrate the 
Jelling Runic Stone & commemorates the 
"Kingdom through 1000 years" (900-1000).   
   The Jelling Runic Stone, artifacts from the 
Royal Jelling World Heritage Site and King 
Harald’s Stone.   
   Millennium of Roskilde Cathedral the 
official seat of Christianity when it was 
introduced in Denmark the beginning of the 
second millenn-ium. The design also honors 
the nearby Viking Museum at Lejre (which 
houses the finds from Skuldelev, and also to 
mark that the Viking era is considered 
terminated by the introduction of 
Christianity.  

(cont’d pg 4) 
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The Vikings,   
by Vincent Benkovitz    (cont’d from pg 3) 
 
The Jelling Stone reads:  “King Harald had this monument made in memory of Gorm, his rather, and in the memory 
of Thyrwi, his mother; that Harald who won for himself all of Denmark and Norway and made the Danes 
Christian.”  The viking Age in Denmark is considered to have ended by the beginning of the second millennium, 
when Christianity was introduced. Memory of this is provided by the famous Runic Stone at Jelling, where the 
Danish king Harald "Bluetooth" buried his parents, King Gorm den Gamle [Gorm the Old], and Thyra Danebod 
[Thyra the Dane] by the end of the first millennium. Both Jelling and Roskilde Cathedral are designated World 
Cultural Heritage by UNESCO.  
 

 
Denmark #343, 1953 
Trelleborg Settlement 

On the West coast of Zealand, near the town of Slagelse, you find an important part of 
Danish history, an excavated viking fortress, known as the Trelleborg Settlement.  
 
Inside the fortress of the Trelleborg Settlement were some of the only real roads, made of 
oak planks, constructed during the Viking Age.  They were extremely rare, and were 
probably considered status symbols. The main means of transport in then were the 
waterways at the joining of two (what used to be) rivers close by. Still, Trelleborg wasn't 
closer to the rivers than it was possible to keep it hidden from the rivers, and thus keep 
potential attackers away. The ring indicates four longhouses made of oak, and separated 
by gateways. Each of the buildings housed 36-50 inhabitants, who lived and slept there 
together with their animals and other belongings. Not much privacy in those days!   

 

    
(L)Denmark #653, from the Island of 
Bornholm (R)Denmark #654,  
from same find, issued June 14, 1979. 

 
Danish Viking items are continuously unearthed everywhere in 
Denmark. Only few of them have been described on stamps; here are 
two of them, the so-called Gripping Beast items, unearthed on the small 
Island of Bornholm in the Baltic Sea, southeast of Sweden.  The item at 
left is a Gripping Beast Pendant, on the right is a Gripping Beast Key. 
 
In the Viking Period up to the late Middle Ages the southern part of 
Sweden, now defined as Scania, was part of Denmark.  

 
Norwegian Vikings 
 
In Norway for climactic and topographic reasons alone it is easy to understand why 
Norwegians have always been attracted to the open sea. About 1200 years ago the 
first Vikings set out from these fiords and similar landings with a wild, pagan 
energy, driving them to exploration, colonization and trade in lands beyond the 
horizon.   
 
This period of time was in itself brutal, and the Vikings were wild warriors and 
brutal to an extent that the Christian monks in foreign lands, notably the British Isles 
and Ireland, (maybe not unjustified) considered them devils from the sea.  
 

  
Norway #430, 1963 
Viking Rock Carvings 

 
Nordic Viking Life is vividly described in the Norse Ballads by the American poet and linguist, Henry 
Wadsworth Longfellow, who learned the Scandinavian and Old Norse languages and translated the original 
ballads into modern English. 

(cont’d pg 5) 
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The Vikings,   
by Vincent Benkovitz     (cont’d from pg 4) 
 

 
Norway #382, Aug 27, 1960 
 

In the late 19th – early 20th centuries (1867-1906) three Viking ships were 
unearthed in Norway after more than 1000 years inside burial mounds.  
Rolvsor (1867), Gokstad (1880) and Oseburg (1904). 
Excavation at Oseberg began June 1904 on land belonging to Oskar Rom.  
The ship was not in good condition, it was broken and distorted from the 
pressure of earth upon it.  It was excavated by Norwegian archaeologist 
Haakon Shetelig and Swedish archaeologist Gabriel Gustafson in 1904-
1905.   
 

They treated the ship’s wood with an alum and water mixture, which made it possible 
to use more than 90% of the original oak in the reconstruction.   
 
Ships depicted on the Bayeux Tapestry were used as a guide in the reconstruction of 
the ship, which was completed in 1926.  Dendrochronological analysis attests that the 
Oseberg ship was made from trees felled in 820, and she was buried around 834.   
 
A Dragon’s Head from the Osberg Viking Ship is depicted on the stamp at right. 
 

 
        Norway, #584,  
        May 6, 1972  

Norwegian Vikings in Iceland  
Not only excellent traders and sailors, the Norwegian Vikings 
were also pirates and murderers, being outcasts in their original 
homeland.  For this reason they had to escape and "emigrate" to 
foreign lands. The first shores they reached when going northwest 
from the Norwegian fiords, were the Faroe Islands.  
 
They also fought among themselves for power, making them 
outcasts from their own clans in the new settlements.  For this 
reason one of the more brutal and cruel ones, known as Erik the 
Red, sailed northwest for "the unknown", and with his men 
landed on Iceland in the second half of the 9th century.  
  

     Iceland #902-5a, issued Mar 16, 2000 
 

According to Icelandic sagas to go “Viking” means to join a raiding party.  Viking poets recorded stories of Viking 
exploits on many Rune stones. 
 

 

 
Erik the Red's ship in 982, at the discovery of Greenland is depicted on the 
stamp at left from Greenland. 
 
Their landing place happened to be Thingvellir which in 1994 was designated 
World Cultural Heritage by UNESCO. The place is located on an active 
volcanic site, and includes the Thingvellir National Park and the remains of 
the Althing itself.  

Greenland #148, Sept 30,1982 
 
According to the Icelandic sagas Erik the Red had brought a couple of black ravens 
with him on the boat, when leaving the Faroe Islands. The first day after leaving he 
released one of the birds, who immediately headed southeast, back to the Faroes. On 
the second day another raven was sent out, but only circled only around the ship. On 
the third day the raven flew off in a northwesterly direction; the ship followed the 
bird, reaching the land which today is known as Iceland.   
 
(cont’d pg 6) 
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The Vikings,   
by Vincent Benkovitz     (cont’d pg 5) 
 
There are Viking settlements in the Shetland, Orkney and Faroe Islands 
 
The Vikings accomplished great achievements in the fields of navigation and seamanship, and it is amazing how 
they managed to cross the North Atlantic using only simple navigational aid (without a compass) and in constant 
struggle against heavy storms. Despite the circumstances the passage quickly became a routine job for the sailors. 
Normally the journey started in southern Norway, crossing over the North Sea to the Shetlands and Orkneys, then 
via the Faeroe Islands on to Iceland. The distance is c. 750 nautical miles, but most boats did the crossing within 
one week.   
 
The Icelandic Viking Erik the Red was the first Norse settler in Greenland. He had 
acquired his nickname because of his red hair and beard, perhaps also because of his 
bad temper. The Saga of Erik the Red recounts that about 960, Erik's father had to flee 
Norway because of "some killings", and the family settled in a Norse colony on the 
coast of Iceland.   
 
Like father, like son: the Icelanders exiled Erik for several murders around the year 
982. According to The Saga of Eric the Red, his neighbor Thorgest borrowed a few 
wooden bench-boards and when they did not come back to Erik, he sought an 
explanation. When Thorgest refused to return them, Erik stole them back. In the 
following chase, he killed Thorgest's two sons.  
 
A second crime laid at Erik's door occurred when Erik insisted upon revenge for the 
deaths of his slaves who had "accidentally started a landslide" on Valthjof's farm. 
Valthjof murderously punished the slaves for this misfortune.  

 
    United States  #1359,  
    issued Oct 9,1968

 
Erik did not take kindly to this and so slew Valthjof. The Icelanders eventually convicted Erik of these murders and 
banished him from Iceland.  This event led him and a group of followers to travel to the lands nearly 500 miles west 
of Iceland, and in 982 he landed in the settlement of Julianehaab, located on the west coast close to the southern tip 
of Greenland.  
 
The Leif Erikson statue in Reykjavik by the American sculptor Stirling Calder is depicted on the stamp above, 
issued by the United States.  The only Viking settlement found in North America is L’Anse aux Meadows, which is 
a UNESCO Heritage Site, though I have not found any stamps depicting it issued by either Canada or the United 
States. 
 
Swedish Vikings 
 

 
Sweden #2405,  2001 
rock painting in Tanum  
World Heritage Site 
 

Among the most important Viking trading centers, Birka was founded some time in 
the middle of the 8th century.  The plan of the settlement was based on trading 
centers of the Carolingian empire. 
 
Excavation of the area began in the 1930s.  Large numbers of arrows, spearheads, 
chain mail and shield bosses, along with armor denote a large military presence.  A 
warriors hall, about 19 meters long and 9.5 meters wide, with 2 entrances, divided 
into two rooms with a fireplace in each was found. 
 
Raw materials such as iron, furs and horn were worked by craftsmen for local use 
and export.  A large quantity of silver from the Islamic east found it’s way to the 
west via Birka. 

The most lucrative trade was in Slaves.  Slaves were captured from the Slavic regions of eastern and central Europe 
as well as Britain. 

(cont’d pg 7) 
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The Vikings,   
by Vincent Benkovitz         (cont’d from pg 6) 
 
The archaeological sites of Birka and Hovgården, make up an archaeological complex.  Birka was occupied in the 
9th and 10th centuries, which illustrates the elaborate trading networks of Viking Scandinavia and their influence on 
the subsequent history of Europe. Birka was the Baltic link in the river and portage route through Ladoga (Aldeigja) 
and Novgorod (Holmsgard) to the Byzantine Empire and the Abbasid Califate.  Generally regarded as Sweden's 
oldest town, Birka has been a UNESCO World Heritage Site since 1993.   
 
Birka also had an important role as the site of the first Christian settlement in Sweden, founded in 831 by St Ansgar. 
 

   
Scott # 2435         Scott # 2436               Scott # 2434 

A trio of ancient artifacts are pictured on 3 
stamps issued by Sweden on March 21,2002.   
 
In the middle of the 8th century the Swedish 
King founded a trading center, Birka, just west 
of the present city of Stockholm.  His royal 
estate, Hovgården, was on the island of Adelsö 
in Lake Mälaren.  

 

 
FDC showing all three stamps in the set     
 

The cachet on the FDC is based on the Swedish engraver, 
Czeslaw Slania's pencil line plan of the runic stone. A rune is an 
ancient Nordic alphabet used by Scandinavian and Germanic 
peoples.  This stone may have served as a reference or translation 
tool.  
 
The three stamps picture a runic stone and two pendants, one a 
stylized man's head and the other a rounded cross (looking a bit 
like a marine sand dollar).  The stamps are undenominated, but 
designated for three different service rates: "Inrikes Brev" 
(regular domestic latter rate = 5 SEK), "Ekonomi Brev" 
(economy letter rate = 4,50 SEK) and "Förenings Brev" (non-
profit organization, letter rate = 3.80 SEK).   

Set of eight se-tenant stamps, of which the 
four in the center are of a composite design 
of one booklet pane.   
#1801 Viking head of carved bone, Dragon 
carving from moulding found in Birka.     
#1802 Viking long ships,  
#1803 Viking town,    #1804 Bronze statue 
of Pagan fertility god, Silver religious cross 
of Christianity 
#1805 Bishop’s crosier, south Russian 
carved statue of deer,    #1806 Viking long 
ship,   #1808 Viking sword hilts. 
 

 
Sweden #1801-8 issued March 28, 1990.   

The Vikings started out as raiders, became explorers and finally settlers.  They left their cold northern climate to 
warmer settlements where they could grow enough food for their expanding population.  Many Norse myths are 
depicted on stamps, but that is a story for another time. 
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Venus von Willendorff 
By Caroline Scannell 
 
There are thousands of female figurines dating from 
prehistoric times, some from the Stone Age and dated from 
18,000 to 25,000 years old.  Loosely described as 
“Venuses”, they come in all shapes and sizes, from a time 
when Mother Earth, Mother Nature were venerated; the 
days of the female Goddesses.  After the birth of cities the 
cult of the Goddess and women in general were 
marginalized and male deities proliferated. 
 
Austria has the Lady von Willendorff , and for the centerary 
of her discovery (or recovery) Austria issued a 3-D stamp.  
She was found on August 7, 2908 by archaeologists from 
the Imperian Natural History Museum under Josef 
Szombathy who was excavating an area known to be a 
Paleolithic hunting area. 
 

 
The Willendorf Venus 3D; Release Date: Aug 8, 2008 

 

 
 

The Venus sculpture was created 25,000 years ago. It 
was found in Willendorf in the Wachau on 7 August 
1908. The figure is 11 cm high, made of fine limestone 
and has survived almost undamaged. It shows a 
corpulent naked woman. Wide hips, protruding 
stomach and heavy breasts are the characteristics of her 
appearance. Her arms are only suggested, her wrists 
decorated with serrated bracelets. The upper and lower 
legs are natural in form, the feet are missing. Her weak 
shoulders bear a large head bending slightly forward, 
without a face, almost entirely decorated with a 
complicated hairstyle made up of rows of ringlets 
reaching deep into the back of her neck. Residues of 
color indicate that the sculpture was originally painted 
with thick red chalk. (Incidentally, the original can be 
found in the Vienna Natural History Museum). 
 
At left is a press release advertising the stamps 
issuance, giving details of design and printing.  Only 
350,000 stamps were issued, the high €3.75 was sure to 
keep sales low.  However, the three dimensional effect  
makes the Venus appear particularly vivid. 
 
The Willendorf Venus is Austria´s most famous and 
valuable find from the later Palaeolithic age.

 
She was found in level 9 (Gravettian Culture), which is among the richest for prehistoric artifacts.  Since no pit was 
observed it is not possible to positively identify the cultural level.  She is Moravian, and was carved from oolitic 
limestone colored with red ochre.  She stands 110 mm high (roughly 4.6”). 

(cont’d on pg 9) 
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Venus von Willendorff 
By Caroline Scannell 
 
“Venus” figurines have been found in several European locations, Lausel, Lispurue and Sireuil (France), 
Willendorf (Austria) and Savignono (Italy), which represent the earliest examples of human statuary. 
 
The first day cover below always gets attention when she’s exhibited.  I ask people at the show, “Did you see the 
exhibits?  Did you see the fat lady mooning?”  Then I complain because I always have to wait for her audience to 
depart before removing the exhibit. 
 

       
 
Eds Note:  I’d like to thank Jerry Davis for the photo of the Lady of Willendorf which he carved himself.  Yes, she 
is to scale!  Thanks Jerry for the inspiration.   cs 
 
New Digs 
 

 
Algeria, Roman Mosaics Issued Dec 18, 2012  Hunting 
scene, man with spear dog and lion, 4th century, 
Woman representing Muse - Designed by A. 
Kerbouche 
 

 
Andorra, French, Legend of Moixella, Issued Jan 12, 
2013 - I am unable to find anything about the Legend 
more than it was something likely during 
Charlemagne’s time. 
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New Digs 

 
Albania, Rock Art Souvenir Sheet, 
Issued October 29, 2012,  
 
 

 

 
 
cover has copyright written across to bar use without permission 
 
“The rock painting and inscriptions maintain the memories of 
prehistoric societies in the same way as the cathedrals and 
archeological museums maintain the evidences for the urban 
societies.” 
                                                                        Emanuel Anati 
 
location depicted unknown.

 
Curacao, Mayan Calendar s/s of 3 round stamps, issued December 13, 2012 
Curaçao is a country within the Kingdom of the Netherlands.  It started issuing postage stamps after the dissolution 
of the Netherlands Antilles on 10 October 2010. 
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New Digs 
 

 
Germany, Treasures of German Museums, Issued  
Jan 10, 2013 -  Ishtar Gate which was dismantled from  
its original site and now is in Germany and Nefertiti,  
18th Dynasty Egyptian Queen bust found 100 years ago 
 

The German Post continues issuing stamps featuring 
treasures and witnesses of bygone eras, which can be 
found in German museums. This issue is dedicated to 
the treasures to be admired in Berlin – the Ishtar Gate 
and the bust of Nefertiti. 
 
The magnificent Ishtar Gate, with its twelve meters 
high, the bright blue glazed tiles and the impressive 
animal reliefs attracts countless visitors every year. A 
reconstruction of the Ishtar Gate and Processional 
Way is located at the Pergamon Museum in Berlin. It 
was built out of material excavated by Robert 
Koldewey in the 1930s. 
 
The Nefertiti bust featuring the Great Royal Wife of 
the Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaten is one of the most 
copied works of ancient Egypt. 

 
The Nefertiti bust featuring the Great Royal Wife of the Egyptian Pharaoh Akhenaten is one of the most copied 
works of ancient Egypt. The work is believed to have been crafted in 1345 BC by the sculptor Thutmose. A 
German archaeological team led by Ludwig Borchardt discovered the Nefertiti bust in 1912 in Thutmose’s 
workshop in Amarna, Egypt. It is currently on display at the restored Neues Museum in Berlin. The Nefertiti bust 
has as much archaeological importance as aesthetic one. The plastic offers symmetry and harmony of the facial 
features. Even after 3300 years Nefertiti is a timeless icon of overwhelming beauty.  
 

 
India,  Festivals (joint with Israel),  

  
Israel,  Festivals (joint with India)  
 

 
Celebrating 20 years of India-Israel relations, the 
theme of the stamps is "Festival of Lights" - 
Israel's stamp features the menorah, India's 
shows a row of lamps. 
 
The theme of the stamps is "Festival of Lights" - 
Israel's stamp features the menorah with the 
word "Zion" inscribed inside a magen david star, 
and India's shows a row of lamps, representing 
the Indian holiday of Deepavali. 
 
 
The stamps at left are India (top) and Israel 
(bottom)  Issued November 5, 2012. 

 
 
Hong Kong – World Heritage Series, the Great Wall of  
China s/s  Issued September 17, 2012 , Scott # 1515. 
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New Digs 

                
Italy (left) 1700th Anniv. Battle of Ponte Milvio Joint with Vatican (right) Souvenir Sheet Issued Sept 13, 2012 

 
Legend says that Costantine had a dream where a cross appeared in the heavens; a voice told him he would win the 
battle of Ponte Milvio if he used the cross. The painting by Guilio Romano, depicted on the stamps is located in the 
Vatican.   The Battle of the Milvian Bridge shows the battle that took place on October 28, 312 between the Roman 
Emperors Constantine I and Maxentius. Legend says that Costantine had a dream where a cross appeared in the 
heavens; a voice told him he would win the battle of Ponte Milvio if he used the cross as his standard. The cross 
became his standard and he won the battle, and attributed his victory to the god of Christianity. 
Ponte Milvio still stands in Rome in pristine condition; until only a few years ago cars were permitted to use it to 
cross over the Tiber. It can now be used only by pedestrians. 
 

            
Kyrgyzstan, Mayan Calendar Souvenir Sheet                  Kyrgyzstan, Prehistoric Animals, Issued 2012 – no further 
Issued 2012 – no further information available.               information available. 
 

    
Mongolia – information at right 

Mongolia - 850 Years Chinggis 
Khaan Souvenir Sheet Issued 
November 14, 2012 (left) 
 
Mongolia – Khubilai Khaan & 
Ship Sovenir Sheet. Issued 
March 4, 2012   (right)
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New Digs 

   
South Korea, World Heritage 2012, Historic Villages Issued July 29, 2012 
Hahoe Village and Yangdong Village 

The Hahoe Folk Village is a 
traditional village from the Joseon 
Dynasty (1392-1910) The village is 
a valuable part of Korean culture 
because it preserves Joseon period-
style architecture, folk traditions, 
valuable books, and old tradition of 
clan-based villages.  The village is 
located in Andong, Gyrongsangbuk. 
North of the village is Buyongdae 
Cliff while Mt. Namsan lies to the 
south. The village has the shape of a 
lotus flower or two interlocking 
comma shapes.  The village is listed 
by the South Korean government 
with UNESCO as a World Heritage 
site with Yangdong Folk Village in 
2010. 

 

 
MEXICO - Tulum Archaeology Souvenir Sheet  
Issued 2012 or 2013. 
 

Tulum is the site of a Pre-Columbian Maya 
walled city serving as a major port for Cobá. 
The ruins are situated on 12-meter (39 ft) tall 
cliffs, along the east coast of the Yucatán 
Peninsula on the Caribbean Sea in the state of 
Quintana Roo, Mexico. Tulum was one of the 
last cities inhabited and built by the Mayans; it 
was at its height between the 13th and 15th 
centuries and managed to survive about 70 years 
after the Spanish began occupying Mexico. Old 
World diseases brought by the Spanish settlers 
appear to have been the cause of its demise. One 
of the best-preserved coastal Maya sites, Tulum 
is today a popular site for tourists. 

 
Romania, Tara Hategului Stone Churches, Issued Nov 16, 2012 
 

”Stone churches from Tara 
Hategului”Considered to be a 
region full of beauty, poetry and 
mystery, Tara Hategului remains 
one of the densest national regions 
after the number of historical 
monuments. Preserving the marks 
of the South-Eastern Transyl-
vania’s history, this region is 
characterized by numerous 
artifacts.  

Still bearing visible Latin inscriptions, most of them have resulted from the ruins of former edifices of the Roman 
Empire and may be seen in the structure of the stone churches.  The image of Colt Church, placed in Suseni 
village, Hunedoara county is reproduced on the postage stamp with the face value of lei 14.50, this church having 
The All Saints Sunday as its dedication day and being used nowadays as a friary.  The postage stamp with the face 
value of lei 7.60 illustrates the image of Mintia Church, Vetel commune, Hunedoara county, representing an old 
church of reformed Calvinist confession, built in the 16th century;  The image of Strei Church from Hunedoara is  
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New Digs 
 

Romania – Stone Churches issue (continued from previous page) 
represented on the postage stamp with the face value of lei 5.00, the only religious service held here today being on 
September 8th, when they celebrate The Assumption of the Virgin dedication day;  The postage stamp with the face 
value of lei 3.00 reproduces the image of Saint Nicholas Church in Densus, the oldest Romanian stone church, 
dating back to the 13th century;                                                                                              From Romania Post Website 
 

 
Romania, (joint issue with Sovereign 
Military Order of Malta,  Christianity & 
Heraldry Joint with SMOM  
Issued December 14,  2012 
 

 
Serbia, Museum Exhibits, issued 2013, no further information 
known 

. 
Monumental 
Arches and 
Gates.   
Listed under 
archaeology, 
there is no other 
information 
which arches 
and gates are 
portrayed. 

 
    Spain, Monumental Arches and Gates, Self-Adhesive booklet, issued January 2, 2013.

 
 
 

 
Turkey Archaeology; Kutahya, issued Nov 29, 2012 
Miniature sheet contains 2 stamps. 
 

 
3rd millennium BCE: Settled, and known as Kotiaion or 
Cotyaeum, "the city of the goddess Kotys". It was an 
important stopover on the road from the Marmara 
region to Mesopotamia. 12th century BCE: Incorporat-
ed into the Phrygian kingdom, becoming one of the 
country's most important cities. Its Greek name was 
Kotyaion according to its coins, commonly Latinized as 
Cotyaion or Cotyaeum, still meaning the city of Kotys. 
The ancient city became part of the Roman province of 
Phrygia Salutaris. It was a centre of heresy from the 2nd 
century onwards. Socrates of Constantinople (IV, 
xxviii) speaks of its Novatian bishop. At first a simple 
suffragan of Synnada, it became an autocephalous 
archbishopric, probably in the 8th century, and about 
the tenth appears as a metropolis with three suffragan 
sees, which were later increased to thirteen. 
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New Digs 
 

 
Sri Lanka, National  
Archaeological  
Week, Sigiriya  
Terracotta Figure,  
Issued Feb 16, 2012 

Sigiriya dates back from over 7,000 years ago, through Pre-Historic to Proto-Historic 
to Early Historic times, then as a rock-shelter mountain monastery from about the 3rd 
century BC, with caves prepared and donated by devotees to the sangha.  The garden 
city and the palace were built by Kasyapa 477 - 495 AD. Then after Kasyapa's death it 
was a monastery complex up to about the 14th century.  The Mahavamsa, the ancient 
historical record of Sri Lanka, describes King Kasyapa as a parricide, who murdered 
his father King Dhatusena by walling him up alive and then usurping the throne which 
rightfully belonged to his brother Mogallana. To escape from the armies of 
Mogallana, Kasyapa is said to have built his palace on the summit of Sigiriya, but 
Mogallana finally managed to get to Kasyapa and he committed suicide.  Recent 
excavations had revealed miniature terracotta figurines at Sigiriya, from the post 
Kasyapan period. They are works of art which are miniature reproductions of the 
paintings on the Sigirya rock wall. They would have been sold as souvenirs for the 
visitors to Sigiriya Some of them are found at the Sigiriya Museum today. 

 

New Digs Update from January 2013 issue 
 

 
Peoples Rep of China, Issued 
September 13, 2012 Bamboo Slips 
of the Qin Dynasty Setenant Pair.  
The Qin Dynasty was the first 
unified, multi-national and power-
centralized state in Chinese history. 
It lasted from 221BC to 206BC 
 

 
France - History Souvenir Sheet I 
King Clovis, issued Nov 12, 2012, 
Scott #4301a,b 
 

 

France UNESCO Official Stamp 
issued November 22, 2012,  Scott # 
2O69 (Stonehenge) and 2O70 
(Elephant) 
 

 
Serbia, Museum Exhibits, issued 
2012.  Issued Sept 27, 2012, Scott 
#604-5, Statue 4th century, Sword 
20th century 
 

 

Thanks to the websites which graciously allow me to copy illustrations of new stamp issues.  Please patronize these 
dealers when you need new issues. 
Bombay Philatelic Inc., P O Box 480574, Delray Beach, FL 33448, sales@bombaystamps.com 
Herrick Stamp , 301 Mill Rd Hewlett, NY 11557 TEL:(516) 569-3959 FAX:(516) 569-7093 
bbeatty@herrickstamp.com 
 

Archaeology Today 
 
A Success Story from Banteay Chhmar, Cambodia 
Heritage Watch has successfully completed its 3-year AIA Site Preservation grant-funded project at Banteay 
Chhmar, Cambodia.  Heritage Watch’s program at Banteay Chhmar in Cambodia is intended to ensure that the 
benefits of tourism development are filtered back into the local community and distributed appropriately amongst 
the resident stakeholders by implementing specialized training in English and guiding tours. Heritage Watch will 
have outreach programs open to the entire local community to increase awareness of the value of the site both as a 
part of their heritage and as a source of revenue in order to secure the long term protection of Banteay Chhmar. 
Thanks to the generous support of our Site Preservation donors, this 12th century temple complex is prepared to 
handle  an  expected  increase in  visitors  resulting  from  local  road  improvements.   The  unique  AIA-funded  

(cont’d pg 16) 
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Archaeology Today 
A Success Story from Banteay Chhmar, Cambodia         (cont’d from pg 15) 
community-based preservation program at Banteay Chhmar was lauded and supported by local, provincial, and 
as a source of revenue in order to secure the long term protection of Banteay Chhmar.  Thanks to the generous 
support of our Site Preservation donors, this 12th century temple complex is prepared to handle an expected 
increase in visitors resulting from local road improvements. The unique AIA-funded community-based preservation 
program at Banteay Chhmar was lauded and supported by local, provincial, and national authorities for its efficacy 
and sustainability. Due to its success, this project will be used as a model for other sites in the region.  
Copyright © 2013 by the Archaeological Institute of America. All rights reserved. 
Eds Note:  It is so seldom I print something positive being done today to save ancient historic sites that I have 
included this blurb from the Archaeological Institute of America.  
 
Clovis Culture Not Wiped Out by Comet 
Comet explosions in North America 13,000 years ago did not end the prehistoric human culture known as Clovis - 
the earliest well-established human culture in the North American continent, named after the town in New Mexico 
(USA) where distinct stone tools were first found in the 1920s and 1930s. 
     Researchers from Royal Holloway University, together with Sandia National Laboratories and 13 other 
universities across the USA and Europe, deny that a large impact or airburst caused a significant and abrupt change 
to the climate, arguing that other explanations must be found for the culture's apparent disappearance. 
     No 'appropriately sized' impact craters from that time period have been discovered, and no shocked material or 
any other features of impact have been found in sediments. Samples presented in support of the impact hypothesis 
were contaminated with modern material, and no physics model can support the theory. 
     "The theory has reached zombie status," said Professor Andrew Scott from the Department of Earth Sciences at 
Royal Holloway. "Whenever we are able to show flaws and think it is dead, it reappears with new, equally 
unsatisfactory, arguments." 
Edited from PhysOrg, UPI (30 January 2013) 
 
Early Sweet Potato Trade 
What is the difference between a Kumara and a Batata? Very little apparently - they are the Maori and Spanish 
names, respectively, for the sweet potato. It has been a long held belief that the sweet potato was first introduced to 
Southeast Asia by Spanish and Portuguese explorers, sometime in the 16th Century, but a gathering accumulation 
of evidence is pointing to a much older and more interesting explanation. 
     A team of researchers from the French Centre of Evolutionary and Functional Ecology has been working closely 
with a French agricultural research and development centre on the sweet potato genome, and has found it to be 
extremely complex. By using a temporal control from samples taken by early European explorers, prior to the 
establishment of the Spanish and Portuguese trade routes, comparisons have been made with native South 
American sweet potatoes, which have been known to have existed in the high areas of Peru over 8,000 years. They 
have proved that the first trade between these geographic areas occurred in approximately 1,000 CE, with a second 
wave by the Spanish over 500-600 years later, closely followed by a third wave by the Portuguese, but moving East 
from the Caribbean. 
     The research team have placed this new evidence alongside existing information to strengthen, but not yet prove, 
the case for early trans-Pacific Polynesian traders. 
Edited from Science Magazine (21 January 2013) 
 
Ancient Languages Reconstructed by Computer Program 
Researchers have created software that can rebuild protolanguages - the ancient tongues from which our modern 
languages evolved.  To test the system, the team took 637 languages currently spoken in Asia and the Pacific and 
recreated the early language from which they descended.  The work is published in the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Science. 
    Currently language reconstructions are carried out by linguists - but the process is slow and labour-intensive.  
Dan Klein, an associate professor at the University of California, Berkeley, said: "It's very time consuming for 
humans to look at all the data. There are thousands of languages in the world, with thousands of words each, not to 
mention all of those languages' ancestors. "It would take hundreds of lifetimes to pore over all those languages, 
cross-referencing all the different changes that happened across such an expanse of space - and of time. But this is 
where computers shine."                                                                                                              (cont’d pg 17) 
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Archaeology Today 
Ancient Languages Reconstructed by Computer Program     (cont’d from pg 16) 
    Languages change gradually over time.  Sound changes are almost always regular... so patterns are left that a 
human or a computer can find.  Over thousands of years, tiny variations in the way that we produce sounds have 
meant that early languages have morphed into many different descendents.  Dr Klein explains: "These sound 
changes are almost always regular, with similar words changing in similar ways, so patterns are left that a human or 
a computer can find.  "The trick is to identify these patterns of change and then to 'reverse' them, basically evolving 
words backwards in time." 
    The scientists demonstrated their system by looking at a group of Austronesian languages that are currently 
spoken in southeast Asia, parts of continental Asia and the Pacific.  From a database of 142,000 words, the system 
was able to recreate the early language from which these modern tongues derived. The scientists believe it would 
have been spoken about 7,000 years ago. They then compared the computer's findings to those of linguists, finding 
that 85% of the early words that the software presented were within one "character" - or sound - of the words that 
the language experts had identified.  But while the computerized method was much faster, the scientists said it 
would not put the experts out of a job.  The software can churn through large amounts of data quickly, but it does 
not bring the same degree of accuracy as a linguist's expertise.  Dr Klein said: "Our system still has shortcomings. 
For example, it can't handle morphological changes or re-duplications - how a word like 'cat' becomes 'kitty-cat'. 
"At a much deeper level, our system doesn't explain why or how certain changes happened, only that they probably 
did happen."   
    While researchers are able to reconstruct languages that date back thousands of years, there is still a question 
mark over whether it would ever be possible to go even further back to recreate the very first protolanguage from 
which all others evolved, or whether such a language even exists. 
By Rebecca Morelle Science reporter, BBC World Service 12 February 2013 
  
Archeologists Revise Image of Ancient Celts 
The Celts were long considered a barbaric and violent society, but new findings from a 2,600-year-old grave in 
southwest Germany suggest the ancient people were much more sophisticated. 
     In 2010, on the site of an early Celtic settlement not far from the Heuneburg, beside a small tributary of the 
Danube called Bettelbuehl, researchers stumbled upon the elaborate grave of a Celtic princess - a 3.6 by 4.6 metre 
subterranean burial chamber fitted with massive oak beams. It was an archeological sensation. After 2,600 years, 
the chamber was completely intact, preserved by the constant flow of water. 
     The Heuneburg is a centre of Celtic culture in south-western Germany. In its heyday, giant walls protected a city 
of as many as 10,000 people. Wealthy members of society led lives of luxury: Etruscan gold jewellery, Greek wine, 
and Spanish tableware were all traded here.  Elaborate pearl earrings, solid gold clasps, an amber necklace and a 
bronze belt are just some of the findings from the grave. Stacks of burial objects made of gold, amber, jet and 
bronze were discovered alongside the skeletons of the princess and an unidentified child. 
     Researchers are also particularly interested in the plant and animal remains found in the chamber. "The organic 
material is actually just as important as the artefacts because it gives us information about their burial rituals," said 
Nicole Ebinger-Rist, director of the research project handling the find. 
     The researchers are also hoping to learn more about the Celts' wars of domination - one of the greatest mysteries 
of central European history. We still don't know why the Celts were advancing quickly from the sixth century BCE 
until the birth of Christ, and then abruptly disappeared. 
Edited from DW.de (19 January 2013) 
 
Prehistoric Birds May Have Used Four Wings to Fly 
Roughly 150 million years ago, birds began to evolve. The winged creatures we see in the skies today descended 
from a group of dinosaurs called theropods, which included tyrannosaurs, during a 54-million-year chunk of time 
known as the Jurassic period. Why the ability to fly evolved in some species is a difficult question to answer, but 
scientists agree that wings came to be because they must have been useful: they might have helped land-based 
animals leap into the air, or helped gliding creatures who flapped their arms produce thrust. 
   As researchers continue to probe the origin of flight, studies of fossils have shown that theropods–particularly 
coelurosaurian dinosaurs, which closely resemble modern birds—had large feathers on both their fore limbs and 
hind limbs. However, extensive evidence for these leg feathers didn’t exist in the earliest birds. But now, a new  

(cont’d pg 18) 
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Archaeology Today 
Prehistoric Birds May Have Used Four Wings to Fly     (cont’d from pg 17) 
examination of fossils reported today in the journal Science reveals several examples of this four-winged anatomy 
in modern birds’ oldest common ancestors. 
   Modern birds have two types of feathers: vaned feathers that cover the outside of the body, and the down feathers 
that grow underneath them. Researchers studying the approximately 120 million-year-old fossils of 11 primitive 
birds from the Shandong Tianyu Museum of Natural History in China found that one type of vaned plumage, also 
known as pennaceous feathers, was neatly preserved in skeletal fossils of these specimens, along each creatures’ 
hind limbs.   Pennaceous feathers, which are composed of many flattened barbs, existed in some winged dinosaurs. 
Finding them on the hind legs of early birds suggests that before birds used two wings to fly, they may have 
depended on four. Over millions of years, however, birds gradually lost the feathers on this extra set of wings. The 
study adds to existing theories that suggest the first birds flew with four wings. Examination of a primitive bird 
fossil from the Archaeopteryx genus in 2004 revealed long feathers on the animal’s back and legs, which would 
have aided its gliding ability. Two years later, another study of the crow-sized animal, which lived about 150 
million years ago, reported that the prehistoric bird’s feathers resembled those on modern birds’ flight wings. 
Specimens from a group of birds called Enantiornithes, which externally resemble modern birds, showed 
symmetrically paired large feathers preserved along their hind leg bones. Such feather arrangement is present in 
modern birds’ wings.  Researchers speculate that the second set of wings might have provided extra lift or created 
drag in the air. They might also have helped birds maneuver their airborne bodies.  If these hind wings served a 
functional purpose in fight, they will earn an important place in bird evolution. Bird movement is characterized by a 
combination of feathered arms for flight and legs for walking on land. This study suggests that if walking legs, 
present in birds today, developed after these feathered hind legs, then the loss of feathers on the back legs—and 
thus an extra pair of wings—reflects a period of change during which the arms became specialized for flight and the 
legs, for locomotion. 
   Today, leg feathers are less well developed than wing feathers—they are usually much smaller and fluffy—and 
they serve as protection and insulation for the leg. These fluffy bits are sparse too—instead, the legs are covered in 
scales, which form only if feather growth is inhibited. Studies of modern birds show how this works. As chicks 
develop from embryos and grow into adults, feathered legs can be transformed into scaled legs, or vice versa, by 
altering how certain genes are expressed. 
   The recent revelation about feathers on birds’ hind legs suggest that a similar genetic, and more permanent, 
change might have occurred early in bird evolution, according to lead researchers. This shift triggered the loss of 
birds’ hind wings, pushing the creatures down an evolutionary path that would allow them to fly with just two. 
Marina Koren Smithsonian.com, March 14, 2013 
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